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Thank you to Dr. Hutchison, the EMCS team (Steve), and our classmates in 
assisting us at various stages of this project so we are able to provide an 

engaging platform for students and the general public to learn about energy use 
on Cornell campus.

Here is our EMCS dashboard
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The Energy Management and 
Control System (EMCS) collects 
energy consumption data on 
campus in real time.
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Our team’s interest in 
sustainability leads to a 
deeper improvement in 

providing ease of access to 
energy data to our peers
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Interest in 
sustainability

Learning about energy 
usage on campus

Needing improved 
Visualizations

Needing improved 
Documentation



The previous EMCS Dashboard was not user friendly and 
hard to navigate 
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We wanted to address 
two main areas of 

improvement
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Areas of 
Improvement

Visualizations

Documentation



We addressed 
improvement areas 

using four tasks
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1. Understanding dashboard users
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Analysis

We analyzed 
previously 
collected 
feedback from 
users of the 
dashboard

User Groups

We identified user 
groups based on 
the different 
types of people 
who may use the 
dashboard

Level of 
Knowledge

We estimated the 
level of 
knowledge each 
user group would 
likely have

Use Cases

We established 
specific use cases 
for each user 
group, identifying 
which dashboard 
features would be 
most relevant



2. Implementing improvements to visualizations
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Time Series 
Plots



3. We developed user documentation by writing the 
general portal help page and dashboard-specific help 
panels.
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Specific dashboards



4. Conducting usability testing
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We drafted 
the usability 

testing memo

We analyzed 
the feedback 
and 
implemented 
changes

We gathered 
user feedback 
through 
Flipgrid
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The original EMCS homepage lacked navigation guidance
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A link to the navigation guide was added
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We added screenshots for homepage navigation
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The original EMCS homepage lacked panel explanations
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We added explanations to help navigating into specific panels
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Plot legends were changed to be user-friendly
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Original panels lacked explanations for units
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Specialized plots lack in-dashboard documentation
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We conducted usability testing to gather feedback
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1

First Step

Familiarize the units for 
chilled water flow, 
steam flow, and 

electricity consumption

Second Step

Navigate to the Solar 
Production Dashboard. 

Play around with 
changing the time range 
and visualizing the data
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Third Step

Download the electricity 
consumption data of 

Upson Hall
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We revised the homepage according to suggestions
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Samuel04 ● Font size issues and resizing issues

Jack03
● Suggested larger dashboard title headings
● Make fonts for renewable energy and CEP 

larger

Kevin02
● Navigation of the graphs and timeline 

was confusing. Ex. zooming out
● Resizing issues

Marlaina01
● Suggested splitting up the portal help page 

& comparison between solar power 
generation and electricity consumption



This is our current version of the dashboard
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Thank you!
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